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•Misuse for Data Broadcasts by
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•Insider Attacks: how to misuse ISP for broadcasts despite of encryption

•Countermeasures against Insider Attacks

•Conclusion
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Introduction –Internet via Satellite (I)

•Satellites:

•Specialized wireless transmitter, placed in Geostationary orbit (36.000 km)

•280 ms for ground station  satellite  ground : use of PEPs !

•Transmit radio, television, …and data (e.g. internet access)

•Cover low-infrastructure areas (no DSL, or no cable/leased line)

•How Satellite ISPs work

•« Home-user edition »: mostly asymmetric communication

•upstream via dial-up; DVB downstream via satellite broadcast

•TCP/IP packets are encapsulated in DVB frames

•User’s equipment: PC, satellite dish, DVB card, ISDN card, software proxy
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Introduction –Internet via Satellite (II)

•How Satellite ISPs work

user
InternetISP

1. request

2. relay request

3. reply (data)

4. relay data

5. broadcast data

outsiders
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« History » - How we got here (I)

•2004: study on Satellite ISPs at Ruhr-University of Bochum

•Findings: (apparently known to hackers before)

•Some Satellite ISPs do not encrypt satellite downstream
 can be passively sniffed with standard PC, satellite dish
& DVB card

 Linux DVB driver gives you a network interface that can
be sniffed with any standard network sniffer (e.g.,
Ethereal/Wireshark)

•sniffing is possible in the whole footprint

•attackers can do it at home; no way to catch them
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« History » - How we got here (II)

•2004: study on Satellite ISPs at Ruhr-University of Bochum

•attackers can sniff user’s downlink

•web browsing (HTTP response including cookies)

•emails, chats

•some users even try to run VOIP via Satellite ISPs

 severe security risks for users !
e.g. identity theft (cookies, password recovery via email)

 severe privacy risks for users (extensive profiling possible)

 Recommendation: users should use Satellite ISP that offer
encryption or make sure that they use security mechanisms on higher
layers (SSL, SSH, ...)
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« History » - How we got here (III)

•Question: Any other security issues due to unencrypted Satellite
Downlink?

•Outsider attackers can misuse users of Satellite ISPs to broadcast any data
they like!

•Just send an email with data attached to users

•when users fetch email from their POP3 account the attackers data
will be broadcasted

•receivers are completely passive and remain perfectly anonymous !

•attackers may use remailers to stay anonymous as well

•data can even be encrypted or hidden  perfect for criminals

•best thing: its for free

•Countermeasure: Satellite ISPs should offer encrypted downlinks
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« History » - How we got here (IV)

•Insider attackers can « misuse » the Satellite ISP themselves to
broadcast any data they like!

ISP
sender

receiver

1: upload

2: request

3: relay request

6: broadcast data

4: send data

5: relay data
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Why Satellite ISPs should care about such
Broadcasts ?

•It may harm the ISP’s business model

•broadcasts are sold at a higher price

•Possible liability and impact on reputation if illegal content is broadcasted

•Attack other services offered by Satellite operator or its customers

•Card-Sharing attacks: legitimate customers of Pay-TV service
distribute their keys to peers

•mostly unicasts  scales not well to larger groups of peers

•Next Generation Card-Sharing Attacks on Pay-TV

•(Mis-)using the Satellite ISP allows to broadcast these keys via the
same channel that distributes the encrypted Pay-TV.

 directly harms the business of Pay-TV provider
 indirectly harms the business of Satellite carriers
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Effective Countermeasures ?

•What can carriers do to prevent this ?

•encrypt the satellite downlink !

ISP

sender

receiver

6: broadcast data
5: relay data
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Effective Countermeasures ?

•Observation: secure communication protocols aim to
prevent outsider attacks

ISP

sender

receiver

6: broadcast data
5: relay data
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Effective Countermeasures ?

•But we are dealing with an insider attacker who participates in
the protocol and knows the decryption key ...

ISP

sender

receiver

6: broadcast data
5: relay data
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Generalization to broadcast/shared-medium ISPs
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Generalization to broadcast/shared-medium ISPs

•Abstract Communication Model

•Roles: ISP, user (insider attacker) and outsiders

•ISP  Users: Broadcast Channel (signals can be received by
outsiders)

•unicast communication enforced by encryption

•Users  ISP: either Broadcast or private channel

•Instantiations: WIMAX ISPs, WLAN ISPs, Cable ISPs, Satellite ISPs

•But: Satellite ISPs offer the best value for attackers

•highly asymmetric capabilities in terms of coverage
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Insider Attacks

•Crypto-Unicast-Tunnel is established in two phases:

•Key-Exchange Phase: user and ISP exchange a key

•Encrypted Transmission Phase: user and ISP
communicate encrypted

•Insider attacker can try to attack both phases.......
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Insider Attacks on Key-Exchange Phase (I)

•Insider Attacks normally not considered in practice

•Insider can always distribute its keys (if he can access it)

•direct communication, publish in newsgroup, IRC
 requires additional communication !

•covert timing channels on broadcast channel

•better ways to attack key-exchange to make sure that outsiders
get keys automatically?

•force key-exchange to yield fixed keys (e.g., 0x00000) a-
priori known to outsiders

•coined «key control» in research
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Insider Attacks on Key-Exchange Phase (II)

•Some susceptible examples:

•Key-Transport (if used from user to ISP) [unusual]

•Diffie Hellman Key-Agreement: Setup large prime p; generator g

•Use Cases:

•DOCSIS/WIMAX: Key-Transport from ISP to User
 not susceptible

•Some Satellite ISPs use DH via dial-up connection
 may be susceptible

ga

gb
K=gab=(gb)a K=gab=(ga)b

a b
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Insider Attacks on Key-Exchange Phase (II)

•Some susceptible examples:

•Key-Transport (if used from user to ISP) [unusual]

•Diffie Hellman Key-Agreement: Setup large prime p; generator g

•Use Cases:

•DOCSIS/WIMAX: Key-Transport from ISP to User
 not susceptible

•Some Satellite ISPs use DH via dial-up connection
 may be susceptible

g0=1

gb
K=1=(gb)0 K=1=(1)b

0 b
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Insider Attacks on Encrypted Transmission Phase (I)

•Idea

•if insider cannot make the ISP broadcast the message in
plaintext...

•... the insider may try to make the ISP broadcast
« ciphertext » that is exactly the message he wants to
broadcast
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Insider Attacks on Encrypted Transmission Phase (I)

•Insider can make the ISP broadcast « ciphertext » that is
exactly the message he wants to broadcast

•Illustration:

ISPsender

receiver

6: broadcast « ciphertext » 5: « ciphertext »

2: relay request

1: request

wants to broadcast
message « ciphertext »

4: encrypt « plaintext »
to « ciphertext »

3: reply crafted « plaintext »
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Insider Attacks on Encrypted Transmission Phase (II)

•Goal: make the ISP broadcast « ciphertext » that is exactly
the message the attacker wants to broadcast to outsiders

•Assumption: insider attacker knows the key k and he knows
encryption scheme (E, D) used by ISP

•Setting: attacker requests data m from ISP
 ISP applies encryption c = E(k, m) and broadcasts c

•So, if attacker wants the ISP to broadcast a specific
ciphertext c’, the attacker computes and replies data m’s.t.

c’= E(k, m’)
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Insider Attacks on Encrypted Transmission Phase (III)

•So, if attacker wants the ISP to broadcast a specific
ciphertext c’, the attacker computes and replies data m’s.t.

c’= E(k, m’)

•Some examples: Block Cipher in ECB Mode
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Insider Attacks on Encrypted Transmission Phase (IV)

•So, if attacker wants the ISP to broadcast a specific ciphertext
c’, the attacker computes and replies data m’s.t.

c’= E(k, m’)

•Some examples: Block Cipher in CBC Mode (WIMAX/DOCSIS)
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Countermeasures

•Key-Exchange Phase

•use protocol not susceptible to key control attacks

•frequent key updates requires insider attacker to publish keys at higher
rate

•deter publication of keys by including personal data into keys (credit
card number....)

•Encrypted Transmission Phase

•Randomize the encryption, such that insider attacker cannot craft data
that will be encrypted to a specific ciphertext

•e.g., random prefix to each message block

•future research.....
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Conclusion

•ISPs that operate via broadcast/shared-media should not only
offer encryption as an option, but make its use mandatory !

•leaving users the choice to not use encryption paves the way to

•broadcast illegal content

•attack other services of the ISP (e.g., Pay TV)

•Prevention of insider attacks is not trivial

•many block-cipher modes of operation (OFB,CTR) & stream ciphers
are susceptible to the presented insider attack

•not an «insecurity» of these ciphers, because it was not a design
criterion –they are rather applied in the wrong setting
 can not submit it to FSE 2007

•interesting area of future research
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Questions and Answers

Thank you for your attention !


